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Class –III 

Subject – English 
 

Unit – Tense (Present Tense) 

STUDY MATERIAL 

1. Tense : Tense is the form of a verb which shows the time of an 

action. 
 

Tense 
 
 

 

Present Past Future 

 

2.Present Tense 
 

When the form of a verb shows an action in present time, it is called 

present tense. 

Ex : We drink hot milk. 
 

3. Framing Affirmative sentence in Present Tense. 

Rule : 

1.Subject +Present form of action verb + rest. 

I go to school everyday. 

2.Subject (3rd Person Singular number) +Present form of action verb 

+s\es + rest. 

The boy plays in the park. 



So,to frame an affirmative sentence in Present tense,if the subject is in 

third person singular number we have to add s/es to the action verb,and 

in the cases of all other subjects it is not needed to add s/es. 
 

Framing Interrogative sentence in Present Tense. 
 

Rule : 

i.Do\Does +Subject + Present form of action verb + 

rest ? 

  Do you like tea ? 

ii. Does the girl dance well ? 

So ,to frame an interrogative sentence ,if the subject is in 3rd person 

singular number we will write ‘does’ at the beginning of the sentence then 

subject then action verb(s\es will not be added with the verb ) and then 

the rest part of the sentence . We use “do”  before other subjects. 
- 

Framing Negative Sentene in Present Tense. 
 

Rule : 
 

Subject + do\does +not + Present form of action verb +rest. 

i. They do not bathe in the river. 

ii. The man does not walk fast. 

The above examples show that if the subject is in 3rd person and 

singular number we have to use ‘does not‘after the subject and before the 

action verb in a negative sentence S\es will not not be added with the 

action verb in 

present tense. In other cases we have to use ‘do not’. 

 A. Frame sentence as directed : 

1.The child +do\does +not +action verb+ rest. 

2. Do +subject (singular) + action verb + 

rest?  



 
 
 

Answer  Part 
 

A. 1. The child does not read 

English. 

 2.Do you go to school everyday?   

B.Translate into English: 

1.আমার মা প্রতি রতিিার মাাংস রান্না কররন 

I 

My mother cooks meat/chicken 

every Sunday. 

 

2.িৃদ্ধ ল াকটি খুি ল ারর গাত়ি চা ান I 
   The old man drives very fast. 
 

3.আপনার ভাই তক আইসক্রিম পছন্দ কররন ? 
   Does your younger brother like ice-cream? 
 

4.িার তিতি ভা  সাাঁিার কারি না I 

 His elder sister does not swim well. 

 

5.গ্রীরের ছুটিরি আপতন তক পাহার়ি যান? 
  Do you visit the hills in summer vacation? 

 

 
Note : 

 

*The above task has been given as an example.Practise the same as 
above at home. 

 

*Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box,if any. 
 

*Mention your Name,Class,Section,Roll No,Contact No (We shall 

contact you directly if needed). 
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